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New seXual· harassIDent policy
a lot of benchmarking. It's pretty
legalistic in the way it reads and
could be perceived to be confusing. All parts are necessary to have
St~ff. faculty;. and students at
a
complete process," Smith said.
Xavier are currently working on two
For more details and more spepoliefos to address issues of harasscific
information, one can refer t.o
ment a~d discrimination.
·
th~
more
comprehensive docu. Dr. Christine Anderson, Associ;;. ·
ment
toinvestigate
further.
· ate Professor of History and Co-DiThe
p'olicy
includes
informa. rector of Gender and Diversity Stud.
tion·
on
hara8sment
and
discrimiies, and Dr. Carolyn Jenkins, Assonation based on sex, gender, disciate Professor of Social Work, have
ability;
race, religion, culture, vetbeen working on a document en- ·
eran.
status,
ethnicity, sexual ori- .
titled, "Xavier University: Ensur·
entation,
position,
age, and phyi;iing a Climate of Respect."
cal;
mental
or
emotional
circum"The policy is a summary of exstances. '
isting policies at Xavier that have
"The university is committed to
to do with harassment~ discriminamaking sure .there is an. environtion, and ~sault based on race, gen~
. "
. .
.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO TAKEN BY TARA DIXON
ment where every person can feel
der, sexual orientati9n, p'iiysical ·
Lanyards,
such
as
this
one,
were
given
to
all
incoming
freshmen
this
yearwith.
information
about
safe,'~ Smith said.
abilities, religion, and an~ kind of
' '
who to cci_nfact in the event of sexual harassment. .
. The Harassment Code Account~iscrimination, harassment; or assault," Ande~son said.
themselves as a Xavier student, .and. are there o~ly to represent the stu- .. next step is·campus events,'' Ander- ability Procedures sets up a policy
for aiding the victim, investigatAnderson and. Jenkins ap• the folks who answer the phone dent. They don'trepresent any other son said.· ·
proached Dr. Roger Fortin, Provost· will cali one of Xavier's advocates~
office in the university; they are
Keith Edwards, speaker on vio- ing the specifics of the situation
and Acad~miC Vice President;about
"All three are doctoral students .there. only for the student," Ander-· lence against women, will be at and how to.take any action.against
·
ayearagowithaninterestincreat- inthepsycholqgydepar~ment,an9, son said .... ·;, · ··
'
.· . ·xavieronNov.18withapiesenta- the perpetrator.
ing a proactive environment to ad~ wenfthrough three ~onths of
Students who have experienced tion titlec:J, "Why She Fears You."
One area the Harassme.nt Code
'dress issues.of harassment_ and dis- tensive tra~ning with:Dr. Jenkins,'' a hostile climate due to uncomfortAnderson would like to see this Accountability Procedures defines
cr_iminatiqn at the university.
Andersort said,·· ·
able comments, jokes, or situations ·information accessible to everyone. further is' amorous relationships.
"If you are harassed, you should
An advocate will be on call at are .also encouraged to .call the
'.'What we hope is that the infor- . ''A person who is employed by
not·have to tolerate it,' and this in- all times: If a student .~as oeen as- ·hotline.
·
mation will be easily available on the university .should not in any
stitution; .·headed by Fr. Michael . saulted or raped, the advocate will
the web.
. way, shape, or form have a relationGraham, S.J., University President, · help them understand the. options
"We want people to feel entitled ship with a student. It sets' up a
is dedicated to ensuring this climate _· availabfo to them~ _
'~~
to respect, and to ask a question and power struggle. They'd have power
ofre~pect,'' Fortin said, addressing'
According ti:> Anderson; the ad· to .know the university is commit- of some sort, whether perceived or
the Student Government Associa- · vocates are not there to pressure
ted asa whole' to this," she said.
real, over another person. To place
tion at Monday's Senate meeting.
them. into making any decisions,
·
fo addition ,to the Climat~ of someone in a situation like that is
According to the document, but to help ihem understand what·
Respectdocument,acommitteehas unfair.. We need to eliminate from
"Harassment or discrimination of ·.. they're being told and accompany ·
also ,been \VO~king on. a policy the university any such behavior.
any· kind, i~cluding suqh action them if they want someone there
'.r
called Harassment Code Account"It's OK for students to have rebased on gender, race, ethnicity, while .talking to the polic_e. .
_.. - Dr. Christine Anderson
ability Procedures.
lationships with each other, cercolor, religion, age, nat~onal .origi~.
· If there was a sexual assault, the .·
Associate Professor ~f History
It outlines .what a person needs tainly, but faculty and administrasexual orientation, disability, or advocate will accompany the vie-. and Co-Director of Gender and
to do if they're harassed, the expec- tors, even if they don't have the
marital statusiinpedes Xavier's abil- tim to the University of Cincinnati Diverstiy Studies.·
tations of the university, and how student in class, still have a power
ity to carry out its mission." , . Medical Center for a medical exam,
to be better informed on what· ha- over them from their position.
lt goes on tci ·state 'several ex- · where· there are· nurses who are
rassment and discrimination is.
· "I don't believe it's in the best
amples of behavior that may· cqn- trained to ~xamine an~ assist. vieIn a non-emergency situation, an
.According to· Dr. Luther Smith, interest of the university or indistitute harassment .and how to re- tims of sexual assault.·.
·advocate will meet with the victim Assistant Vice President of Student v.iduals for two people who work
"There are two reasons for this: within otie working day.
Life, the H~assment CodeAccount- for the university to haye a relaport any complaints.
"While the policy: has not One; if'someone later decides they
Anderson would like to encour- ability Procedures arid Climate of tionship with each other, eith~r.
changed; we now do have for stu- want to press charges, the evidence age people to use the hotline, and Respect are separate, but they work , There is an opportunity for interdents three advocates and a is th.ere. Second, these are people to call Campus Police in an emer- together.
.
fering with workplace environhotline,'~ Anderson said.
who can check for injuries arid an- gency.
.
.·
. , _ , . "One addresses more punitive ment, and that's notconducive to
"We hope people' will feel em- issues, one is more about carrying service and productivity," Smith
The hotline (872-9259) is a joint swe~- questions of health and if
·
·
project with the. Rape Crisis &:. . someone needs medication for powered tbexpect that they will be out the mission of the institution,''· . said;
Abuse Center a'nd the YWCA Bat- sexually transmitted diseases,'' . ·respected .. We are a Jesuit institu- Smith said.
The goal of the policy is to
tered Women's Shelter. If someone Anderson said.
tion, and people ought to expect ·
The Harassment Code Account- make the university more accepthas been the victim of assauft or
· The ad~ocate will be there the that their dignity as human beings ability Procedures is' a user friendly ing. of diversity and to promote
rape. an advoc~te \vill respond im- whole time to help the victim inake will be respected by all of the cam- document ofa more comprehensive further education regarding issues
mediately.
. . choice's and.know what the options ·.pus pommtinity. ·.This document policy. ·
ofharassment and discrimination.
, "This is the number that anyon~ . · are. · ·
· tries to help Xavier live up to its
· "The document. we originally
"Harassment or discrimination·
who has been assaulted or raped
"The advocates are the only·: own standards.,·
came up with was based on similar of any kind· will not be tolerated
should call. They should i~entify people in the wholt? process who
.. "It's a process of education. The codes for other institutions. We did on campus," Smith said.
·BY TARA DIXON
Senior News Writer

a

in-

hopepeop/e will
feel e.mpowered to
expect that, they wil/ _
be resnected. "
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Volleyball blanked by
rival Dayton
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DIVERSIONS:
Don'thold a 'Grudge,' but
here's the review
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BRIEFS
Meg Nalezny & John Thomas,
Editors
News Room: 745-3122
newswire-news@xavier.edu ·
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Voices of Solidarity
A showing of the videos '.'The
New Patriots" and ''The School of
the Americas: A Partnership i.n
Democracy" will take place at
8:30 p.m. on Wednesday in Hail-·
stones Room 2 . Sponsored bythe
Voices of Solidarity (VOS) club,·
the videos and ensuing discussion
will explore issues related to the
Western Hemispheric Institute for
Security and Cooperation
· (WHINSEC), previously known as
"The School oftheAmericas." For
more information, contact Claire
Mugavin at 745-3005.
·

Awareness Quiz.
BACCHUS is sponsoring an Al~
coho) Awareness Quiz as part of
its Week-long effort to educate
students about alcohol abuse. Stu~
dents can take the quiz between 7_
and 9 p.m. in the Gallagher Student Center, or between noon and
1:30 p.m. and 5 and 6:30p.m. at
tpe Cafeteria. All who take the
quiz can enter to win a digital
camera! Look for the quiz answers
posted in Alter Hall and in
BACCHUS' letter to the editor in
.this issue.

Fall Music Festival
A.s ··part· of the. music
department's Fall Music Festival,
Dr. Tom Merrill will direct the Vocal Chamber Ensemble and Concert Choir at 7:30 p.m. Friday in
the Gallagher Student Center
Theater: For further information ·
regarding this or to learn about
the other concerts takirig place
during the Festival, visit the Music Department's Web site or call
745-3135.

Art show opening
An .exhibition of selected
works by artists Kimberly Howes,
Matthew Kolodziej, and Michael
· Wartgow willbpen with a gathering from 5 to 7 p.m. Friday in the
Cohen Center Art Gallery. Refreshments will be served, and visi~
tors will have the opportunity to
meet the artists. For more infor. mation, call 745-3811 or stop by
- the art department.·

Rake~A;. Thon
Xavier's branch of Habitat for·
Humanity is ·conducting its first
annual Rake-A-Thon on the· following Saturdays and Sundays:
Nov. 13-14, 20-21 and Dec. 4-5.
The members of the ~Iub will rake
any yard, provided the yard's
' owner is willing to donate $15 per
hour; per worker, with about four
workers on each job. The proceeds
will help pay for Xavier's fifth
Habitat for·Humanity house. For
more information, contact Katrina·
Mahlerwein at 924-8S24 or by
email
at
mahlerweinkr@xavier.edu
'
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Boot addresses IJ.S~
foreign policy
•

•

•

•

J

'

centered around the belief that the
ends will alwaysjustify the means,
Contributing Writer
as long as America's foreign polic;y
'
' serves our national interest
The school of liberal internatiOn· At 7 p;m: on Oct. 20 in the Schiff
Family Conference Center, the Eth~ . alism holds ·an opposing view to
ics; Religion and Society(E/RS) lee- that of the second school. The lib-.
ture series welcomed Max Boot, the eral internationalists believe that
second of four nationally recog- noble ends do not justify the means.
nized speakers to ·give his insight Force is to be used as ~ last resort
on U.S. foreign policy.
.
and only under multi- lateral condiBoot's presentoccupatiml:is Se- tions.
nior Fellow in National Security
Negotiations should be thor- .
Studies at the Council on Foreign . oughly exhausted before troops are
Relations in New York
committed.
·
·1n the pasfhe.has been an editor
The fourth and final school,. con-.
for the· Wall Street Journal and the . · ser'vative internationalism, is
· founded on the principle that mo~
Christian Science Monitor.
He is a regular contributor to Sev- rality has to be the focal' point of
era! world renown newspapers:
U foreign policy.
.·
Max Boot discusses·· U.S~ f~reign policy with a .studerit "after his
"The spread of democracy is the · 1ectur~ cin.-6ct. 20 in the Sciff Family Conference Cente.r.
· He is an award. winning author
·
and· has lectured ·at some of best way to ensure that.the U.S. reAmeriCa's most pre.stigious military mains secure," Boot said.
schools."During his first term, President' plisliing all the· pm mises he. has come an "indispensable nation"
Bush emerged as a strong conserva- madeOri Iraq. _ .
·
m_uch like Britainin the. 19th cen~
tive internationalist, not because of
"Man)r.Euiopean. natio_ns will . tury.
Boot concluded qy saying he
the alleged corrupting influence of • be reluhtant to work withAmerica,
[neoconservativel. but rather be- and non':..democr~ti{~~gimes win-he" is more comfortable with Bush's
th~··
;.cause of September 11th," Boot sai_d. . reluctant to.change bec'imse-~emoc vision fori)lnerican for~ign policy. ·.
However, ·he dislikes his inabilBoot contends that Bush's disre~ racy is_ not terribly popular with _un- ·
··· ·
ity to articulate it. ·
gaid of the U.N. shows'"the U.N. can Cleinoc:ratic regimes," ~o·ot said.
, "Kerry is the exact opposite,
not be the end all anci be all in terms·
Iii short, Boot· feels that Kerry
of foreign policy".
can talk big .but 'will have no_.real ·unable to form~late a viable plan,
-Max Boot
but a brilliant speaker;" Boot said.
Boot says that President Bush is success.
Speaker not the inventor of U.S. preemptive
Boot believes that America ~as · . Boot paused for a moment and
·• .amobligation:to,be at.the.forefront·. remarked, "SinceTony Blair.is not
·military action.
In 1995 the Clinton administra- ofworldaffairs,beeauseinthewords eligible for President,. I will stick
.
..
Boot began by describing four . tion was seriously considering pre- of President Clinton, we have be- with Bush."
schools of American foreign policy, emptive ~trike on North Korea;
According .to Boot, 'the· first '" According to .Boot, Sen_ator
school of American foreign policy Kerry .began as an isolationist, but
is isolationism, which recognizes no. has ev.olved, mostly during the
moral imperative for U.S. military Clinton administration, into· a lib~
__action overseas.
era! internationalist.
Boot believes that Kerry will
The second school which falls
under the name ·of Realpolitik is have an incredibly hard time accomSHANE GLEASON

:s.

"The spread 'of
deinocracy is
besf
way to ensure that the
U.S. remains secure, "
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Police Notes
Oct.19,4:45p.m• .;.:_;_Campus.
Oct. 23, 1:15 a.m• ..;_A stu~ .
Police and Residence Lifo con- dent was cited for urinating in the ·
ducted a room search in Kuhlman Commons lot.
·
Hall after receiving an anony~
mous tip that there was· a ficti-: ..
. tious J.D .. ring going ori in th~i·
location.
..

.

PQi~~~;:;;!_:1.r.•.~.\.r.~11~.~~
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. Oct. 21, 12":30 ~.m; -:-A stu-·
Oct. 24, 4:45 a.m. ~A student.
dent. reported dalTiage to their was cited for underage' consump~
glasses_ by an unkno.wn suspect tiori of alcohol in Kuhlman Hall.
in Brockman Hall.· ..

:,.

,'

Oct. 21, 11:30 p.m. -.., A
. Sodexho empl~yee reported the ·
theft of $82 from the Cintas Cent~r cafeteria.
~ ,;

" '.

~

..

'

.: ·., .:~\;" ~.:

Oct. 22, 12:45 a.m. ~A student reported graffiti on one of
the walls of the 4th floor of
Kuhlman Hall.
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New: bllsiness club to

focus on girlPOWER
•

-

<

•

•

-,

at· ·a. glanee.

'

The first POWER event is at 6.
p.m.
on Thursday Oct. 28 in room
Contributing Writer·
330 of the Gallagher Student CenXavier women who are interter, where Amy Timberlake of
ested in a: career in business have a
Smashbox Cosmetics will be disnew club to help them get their foot·
.. cussing her experience in the business world and providing insights
in the door.
The club, Provid~ng Opportuni~
for Xavier students.
"POWER chose Timberlake as
ties for Women Exploring Busjness ·
clu~'s
their firs·t speaker because,
Resources (POWER), was started by
junior Keri Dooley and seniors Cara
"Smashbox is a great company to
Rush, Marcy Conkiin, Kristi ·
·
illustrate coming from nothing and
Zuhlke,SaiahRodenbeck,;Lindsay
building their way up," said cofounder Keri Dooley.
ReesnerandEmilyLedford.
· POWER is currentl:y planning ·
POWER's mission is to initiate
their second event .where a panel
networking between Xavier students and women entrepreneurs.
of Cincinnati businesswomen will
0
and,executives from the Cincinnati .
come to campus to. answer questions that Xavier students may have
area.
.
•
According to Dooley, the idea
. concerning the more specific as' pects of business.· ' ·
grew out or the mentor program in POWER
the Williams College of Business,
Dooley hopes that bringing
these speakers will· allow POWER
where business students are paired
members "to get their names out
with a local executive with whom
The founding members are stt.idy- · there so that they will have familthey meet every few months.
The mentor program does not ing everything from Economics to iar contacts when they graduate to
necessarily pair 'female students Entrepreneurship and Marketing guide them in the job searching ·
with female executives.
and believe that their club will be a . process."
Dooley sees POWER as a way
"POWER is a way for female stu- powerful networking tool for stu·.
dents
in
all
majors:
for
Xavier women to network with
dents to become acquainted with
POWER's
club
status
was
apsome
of the top executives in Cinthe female executives in Cincinnati
"because in today;s world
cinnati,
proved
by
SGAlast
week,
and
they
. with the intention of gaining contacts· in the business world," Dooley are looking forward to beginning so much of it is not what you know,
their programs.
but who you know."
said.

NORA MCINERNY

While the club's focus is on female students seeking careers in
business, the. club welcomes men.
and students from. all majors to attend POWER events.

While the
focus
is On female Students.
k;
'
·
see . zng careers Zn
business, the club
welcomes.· men and
Students fr m a /l
d. .
ma;ors to atten
events.

JOIJn;·u.·7or a:lfa.UOWeen f'artg thts
Sa:turday, .October 3~ at...

Cash prizes ror best costumes
JV.gig· bl&ia• at 1.l,;:00 Pin
1• Place= :$100
.~. Pklce Iii ·$SO

rt· Piaee ·= $2S.
$2.00 Import and drink specials
Sports on the 1:Jil screen TV
. _·· ·_

4108Mcm~¥-:5J:la51_146.00
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Mistaken use. of Lippmann i(leas

NEWSWIRE-OPED@XAVIER.EDU

JIMMY DILLON

· that. a technocracy,. a government
• powered by leaders. and experts
I was quite disappointed and · only interested in the efficiency
9ccasionally amazed an_d amu_sed of its legislation - not the input of
with Chris Brown's usage of Walter .normal citizens-was the only suit~
It's that time again! The time· thus,itisnecessaryforanotherparty .Lippmanninhisletteraboutideals able solution forAmerican_poliwhen XU students will strut, toexpresstheiropinioninthismat- artd liberals.· I found it childish; tics. HisdebafoswithJohnDewey,•
shamble, or crawl to class, passing ter. I duly spoke with· Georgine poorly researched, historically in- American philosopher and. pragby one of the most well known XU Getty, the Executive Director of the correct and Eto use Mr. Brown'sad- matist, characterized exactly what
displays. of service learning: Greater Cincinnati Homeless Coa- jective) ."brazenly" mistaken.
Lippmann was arguing in regards
Shantytown. According to the XU lition. Throughout my discussion
Since Mr.- Brown was unable to to ideals.
website's synopsis of what with her, she both praised the ex-. put Lippmann into any sort of his-· - - - - - - - - - - - - Shantytown incorporates into its emplary enthusiasm Xavier stu- torical context (or even the correct"i'I A"
agenda the "week-long program, dents put towards Shantytown and year since The Phantom Public was
S OU ·.
sponsored cooperatively by many other ancillary service proje"ts written in 1925, not 1927 as he
organizations on campus, raises abroad, while simultaneously push- says) and it is my major, I will do it
awareness surrounding the issues of ing for more pro-active endeavors ..· for him.
homelessness. Full of speakers, ac- . The problematic crux of an underIn college, Lippmann was a
tion, reflection and community taking like Shantytown is to em- staunch liberal, even a co-founder
building, it makes for a special, boss a lasting impression on the stu- of Harvard's Socialist Club. Th.is
thought-provoking. event."
dent body, Getty summarily states, might be quite surprising to Mr.
Dewey. believed in a governCertainly, such charitable en-. "Oh, they made this cute little hut! :Brown, who believes that "univer- · ment that did not deliberate bedeavors must be revered and pre- But how do you really reach them s_al healthcare is socialism," incon- hind closed._9oors and that public
served in this Jesuit liberal arts en- [the students] where they're really gruenttoAmerica'sdemocracy. But policy should be given to the
vironment. The speakers offer vera- at [socially, financially, et al.]?" She people, even Walter Lippman, people to discuss and debate.
cious accounts of life in privation, continues, "Xavier has a lot of po- change their political views ("flip- Through a stronger· participatory
and the issues raised prompt dis- ten ti al for systemic change; for in- flop". even), so I will give Mr. Brown system,. education of the citizens
course on solutioris to impoverish- · stance, if the. affluent (influential) · the benefit of the doubt. that he - arguably the first responsibility
ment. Dozens of di verse stupents parents lobbied for the repeal of the .. knew all of this information.
of the governinent - would allow
corroborate in an effort to illumi- pan-handling Qrdinances, then
It wasn't until the First World forbettergovernmentandahigher
nate. Xavier's stuc:i'1fot body on: the · change would likely. occur." . .
War that. Lippmann became disil- ideal of democracy and citizenry..
inextricably destitute situation of
Anotherexemplarofhow'Xavier lusioned with the liberal ideal. Af- This was the ideal that Lippmann
myriad· homeless people - thus, could keenly push fo~ the rights of . ter seeing first-hand the successful opposecl: a larger role of the comShantytown is laudable in. numer- homeless people. is to organize an use of mass propaganda and politi- .·mon man in his own government.
ous facets.
effort tantainount to Shantytown to cal advertisement to manipulate Its application to the current deHowever, though the program address what Getty posits. are the public opinfon - nc:it to mention,. bate on healthcare, abortion, and
avows its recognition of social prob- two
leading
causes
of .. the ignition of the first Red Scare . the Patriot Act topics which Mr.
!ems, such as poverty, economic homelessness: NO jobs and NO af- in 1917 - he became convinced Brown brings up; hardly has reldisparities between wealthy and fordable housing. She quickly ·
poor, and the general neglect of points out that the first opportunity
America's "underclass," external to is on a national level and may not
that of the posh university sur- be actionable in .a collegial milieu,
~
.. .
'~~ ..
.
. .
.
roundings, ·I have yet to see one but the second ceitainly°is. The city
Xavier student spend an entire 'of Cincinnati'promised 3.95 milIn' respon'se 'to the editorial;...
Third, lchall~rige the logic in
chilly night within their lovingly lion dollars to the Huntington "America Bears the Burden oOde- · correlating universal health care
built, ra!llshackle boxes. AH of Meadows project; but has scraped alism," which appeared in the Oct. with socialism. As defined by the
which are brashly scrawled with its' feet so hard as to stifle any 20, 200~ edition of the Newswire, I United Nations, an organization
sympathy-invoking figures and · progress. While gentrification is beg the.author to challenge his own .which promotes democracy around
rousing adages to. motivate the normative, affordabl.e housing idealism and misconceptions ab<;mt ·. the world, ~dequate medical care
Xavier community towards action seeps exponentially into a dark val- liberal· ideology. Apart from any . is a universal human right.
(except the ones simply marked ley.
political persuasion, the author'~
with XU, as we always need to be
What the verdiCt is on arguments are notonly incredibly·
remincled as to where we all attend Shantytown, is left up to the viewer. . nai've, but hop~lessly. invalid .. ·
J·
college).
.
Push for further change, or scoff at
First:Uliberal" is a very loaded .
··
· · ·
A change needs to be made re- your stupid friend for participating . ··term which often misreprese~ts the
tf
garding the Shantytown program, -regardless, think about it. Shalom. true nature of liberalism, and fur,. ·
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - thei:more; even politicianswho oc~ •.•.·
·.
·
·
COPYRIGHT 2004
CIRCULATION 3,000
' cupy the highest offices in the lalld''
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Face homelessness

evance in. all but the latter.'
But perhaps, Mr. Brow_n is right. .
Maybe we should secede . our ideals, never strive for' something better. Who cares that theWorld Health
· Organization (WHO) ranks us at 37
in the world in healthcar~?
If Mr: Brown truly believes that
politicians (liberals or conservatives) should not look for better alternatives to insufficient American
institutions theri'I ask him, what are
they supposed' to be doing? To put
his argument into a larger (probably more ridiculous) context,
imagine what America would be·
like without.idea:l.s.
Imagine a government that does
not believe it should or has to come
clean to the public. Imagine if that
same· government could, not only
be private, but make citizen's rights .
public. This weird reality of the
government being private and the
citizen being public is not so .hard
to imagine. It is, in many ways,
what the Patriot Act, not surpris~
ingly supported by Mr. Brown, encompasses.
.To return to the history. lesson;
in the end, Walter Llppman_n re~ .
turned to liberalism later in his life.
He opposed the Korean War,
McCarthyism (the second. Red
. Scare) and the Vietnam War. It seems
that, through further .research;
Lippmann was not"pre-endorsing"
Mr.. Brown's view or his own.'

Diversions Editor

b

·• h

/d

1.v1ay e W.e
secede our ideals, never
'Strive for something
b
,,
etter.

Bra~en resp()llS~ to idealis111
I, ~swell as many' other
"libe?~ls,"take personal·offense to

•. Fourth,

. the claim that we would rather "die
than sacrifice an ounce of [our] pri•
vacy." The author is attempting the
argument that "liberals" would
rather .see the nation suffer another
catastrophic terrorist attack than
giveupour,freedoms .. Thisisagross
misrepreseritation of the opposition
the PatriotA,ctencountered. Many
"liberals" take national security.
.very seriously, but.also recognize·
·.that iris .an inherent contradiction
in currentp~blic p~licy'tha.t we ~e

_''/+. '/ibe._r{(,/s' 'and
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'conservatives' a/ik·e
Would spend little
morr; .time. rebuilding .
'avoid the terms "liberal" and "cori~. 't._.he
. .ir. . ···_._o.. ~n co. un, try.· a_· nd 'spreading freedom throughout.the
servative.'' ·The manner which the·
.
world and are viol~ting.basic free~
author .uses the teim relies on an a littl_e less pobfting .doms at horne. . ·. ' .'•
exclusivi.st interpretation of politi"
fifth, I beg the ~uthor io recall
cal classification, which is a far cry fingers ; w~ wouldn't' his political history.. 1927is radi'from a'true representation of the 'ha· v·.e. ·t·o·· 'b•e· ar. 'th;s··. ·callydifferentfrom2004,andchal-'
"
lenges. faced· by· this .country ·are
American _populace. There are, in .·
·"'
likewise radically different. I.find
fact, liberal-republicans, conserva- b 'Cl
it a bit anachronistic to use
. tive-demotr~tsandamyriadofe<las- ' uri en.

sificatic:ins in between whfohmore
Lippmann's arguinents to support
·accurately represent· individuals.
As it stands in the United States,. modern-day claims of "liberaJism"
and collectives.
·
the richest.country iri the world, a · and ideology;
· · ·
··
.. Second; the connection between vast percellt'ofour population goes
One has only to look at the de. 'f'liberals" and their "brazen 'ideal• without heaith Cafe because of the velopment·and change in political
.ism" is neither causal nor even CO- . bureal!Cratization ofthe health care. partisanship over the last century
incidental; To use the authoi3 s own . system,. from which· the govern- to come to this conclusion.
:misguided classificatfons, there are men tis not en~irely exempt. qf im:Fin~lly, I challenge the author
riianY "ccmservatives'' vyho believe putation.
.
to rise ab.ove the childish fingerthat ids the task of the UriitedStates
I challenge the author to travel · pointing so poignantly embedded
·to democratize the world.
down Reading Road a feW miles · in his article. and his arguments. · ·
Is that not brazen idealism? In· outside of the "Xavier bubble" to ·
If"liberals" and "conservatives"
conjunction with_ this· point, one·· a place that.exists in his own com- alike would spend a little more time
must reflect on the history of the munity where people die every rebuilding their own country torn
United States. Was a country year because they cannot afford by poverty, violence and hatred,
founded. on basic freedoms not a ·medical care..
· an'd a little less pointing fingers- ·
brazen ideal to a colonial. world?
If a.person's right to life is imc across the aisle, we wouldn't have
Was the erai:licatiori of slavery not peded ·by the bureaucracy of the to "bear this burden."
a brazen ideal in the 1800s? Was· system, I think. both sides of the . But I apologize, that might be a. the extension of suffrage to Afri~ aisle must examine our brand of little too ideal.
can-Americans-· and women .not· a democracy to see whether they
-Melissa Mosko
brazen ideal for its time?
have '.'perverted the ideal."
Class of'04
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Get a taste of this!

For all of you caf.:goers, if you
haven't noticed; there's something
new this year for your eating pleasure. ·You'd notice it over by the
salad bar and sandwich station:
organic, locally grown lettuce and
cherry tomatoes.
· If you're like me, you probably
ask questions when you see signs
like those above the green crunchy.
leaves ready to top your chicken
salad sandwich (But then again I
ask questions about the paint on
. mywall).
W~at in the world is organic lettuce? You probably cringe at the
sound of that word because the
emotion it evokes is the sense .of
utter boredom and.despair you felt
in your high school chemistry
class. Well, I promise you thatfo
this case, the word organic will take
on a new meaning and the term local will become closer to your heart
(I guess that pun was intended).· I
did some food research, and here's
what yoti might want to know.

out of the soil, an area'offarmland cause it. is usually freshly picked
is barren and useless after three to · within24hours of being purchased~
five years of farming. Do you know
It's t~sty. Food that.is grown or
where all the fertile topsdil ends raised conducive to its ecological
up? At the bottom of the ocean; niche has optimum taste. Just try a
Try diggin' that up for your next fresh, locally grown tomato and
garden.
compare it to a conventional one ...
It hurts our security. Because the you'll taste the difference.
system relies on few large suppliEconomic benefits to. all those
ers, one case of diseased food involved, When you buy focally
would quickly contaminate and produced food, you are helping a
effect the thousands of people that middle class farmer survive and
come in contact with it. contributing to your local economy..
Bioterrorism is one ·of the newest You exhibit more.control over the
thr~ats we face.
food because it doesn't come from
· These are just an introduction California, or Washington or another far off land.
It has variety. Since smaller farmers using organic methods tend to
. grow several different kinds of their
crops (called a polyculture), you get · ·
a bigger selection. Just go to
Findley Market on Saturdays and.
you won't believe all of the different kinds of peppers!
This is only an· introduction to
the benefits of local, organic food.
0
Cost is an interesting part of the
equation. If you go to Kroger, you'll
or thousands of miles away?. It is ·ha5''fo:9,µ,gp
This is why see an organic apple and a convengrown or 'raised on "mega"-farms, the organic food industry has been· . tional apple, but the organic one is
run by l~rge corporations head- . growing steadily in the last decade 50¢ more. Well, because of the marquartered cities away, and sprayed, - people. have begun to see the ket for organic produce, the price
injected, or. otherwise altered benefitsofpurer,deanerandfresher of organic food is generally a little
through some sort of chemical oi: food.
higher .than conventional food.
genetic process. The goal of these
U.S.D.A. certified organic food
.You already pay a boat-load for
farms, in order to gain· profit, is to ·must meet certain conditions; ...A . your cafeteria service (most of that
maxiinize yield (quantity per acre) producer of an organic crop must goes to paying the employees). If
and minimize short-term cost.
manage soil fertility, including till- local, organic food were to be. proSo the idea is that the more you age and cultivation practices, in a vided in the caf on a 1¥ger scale, ~~~!~?.~:~~~·
can beef up these.crops or animals, .. manner that maintains or improves the price of your meals will go up. · :'.~~e~ag~·,~
the more revenue. will be generated. · the physical, chemical, and bio-. Maybe only a few bucks, maybe :;§.,t,U~~Ht;Y·
·
_ t'*fsei
The fact is this type of agriculture logical condition of the soil and more·•
.
',.. ,.,<i.i'''"':':
causes significant damage to all minimizes soil erosion ... and that ·
But I just have to ask you one. I~ffe:~;
aspects of life.
does not. contribute to contamina- question: What's important to you?
It hurts people. Ever since pesti- ti on of crops, soil, or water by plant Your localfarmers? The future of
cide use started afterWorld War Il · nutrients,-·pathogenfo organisms, ourpla11~t? Your health? Or saving
(and has increased greatly since heavy metals, or residues of pro- relatively little money 'that you'd
then), cancer rates have gone up hibited substances." ·(http:// · probably blow on one-too-many
sharply (20,000 cases of cancer per www.ams.usda.gov/nop/NOP/stan- twelve-packs of Dasani anyway?
year can be directly attributed to dards/ProdHandPre,html) .
If you'd like to show your suppesticides in food).
It's healthy. Organic food is port of locally produced organic
How many people do you know made witho~t the use of any pesti- food at the dining hall, fill out a
have died from cancer? Do .YOU . cides,· so the food is in its purest comment card inside the cafeteria
think it was like that SO years ago1 · state, with the most nutrients pos- or email Dan Yaeger; the general
It hurts .the land. Because this sible. Also, locally produced food manager, atYaeger@xavier.edu:
maintains its nutritional value be', -David Cicerchi

foo~i:o~ ~~;::e!hf~~:~s~n1r~~~ '~~~q~l~f.;~.
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Liberal artists prove ir~ny in conseryati')1:e id~ology

Is it coincidence that artists and rather than unquestionably con~
Artists in the United States of servative Ann Coulter. Are -~e.to ·. pe6ple:. :~~e ~n·~···-~~--~,..~
..
musicians are overwh~lmingly lib- . form. .
· .
.
.
America,· as well as abroad,. have assume th.at she was joking? \Vas it··. . Do such 2ons¢rvative(truly realways iJeen at the forefrorifofso- possible that she actually iniS~ed spectoruriderstlindtheartthatthey
eral?
· Such people strive to distin~·
What does this say about ccin- guish themselves creatively from
cially progressive moyei:nents the blatantly socialist nature of the · .choose fo include in thefrlives? Do
s_ervatism and the Republican Party their peers, many of whom have
throughout ~istory. Perhaps the strµggle within the novel's pages.? . the artists that they support mean
in the United States, (as well as other ·. been.brainwashed into purs~s,,,l!o,~~~q.ai:~W..t>9f'CQ,!1J§)!Vtiti~~J~sts{oxy~"""-Pr0bihly.
. · . .... · ··•· .•.. . ' anything fo: th~m perscmaily? Do
right-wing political parties perverted economic m:easqrej;~f.~·"'=ntoronJ?')wea~\i'.~&,~plai'lie
.'
Tliis contradiction is riot limited they even' take the 'time to pay at-.
1
throughout the rest of the world) . fulfillment a?d happ~ness'. ~ii ~ /i~'i.il:~Pl~~.~.121Par~y's' ~gr~d.1Ql01ta- ~ . th~, ~ealm of litera~ure alone. .tention to the lyrics of ii song or·
After all, 1f matenal gaiqy.wei:~: ..:.~d
· Al
!!K~
Many ~times I have found myself · investigate the socio~historical
that they are opposed by those very
·people within society who are best what artists sought most~\}h~'.
~· tluszn.·o
~~ll~~red w~th-certain students' . context in which a work of literaable to embrace and creatively ex- would have c~osen a mor~ ,?rth<t
e''.lW,S~;,Bf~~~1~se.
4h01c,n music.
•·. ·, ' .·
ture ol' a painting was created?
press the essence and beauty oflife? dox, less creative, p~ofess1~~; IJ!~ _.,,_,,,.i;"': . n ~as (and zs to th1s;d
) A~ong ~~se ~ncide.nts was the
Aie these the type of people who
Why do you suppose that such art- st~ad, they chose a ~tfe l~d t~}/PU~'li
the. C1v.~...~~!g~.~ Movem~~.S:,:;:.;;P timeJ.N.ras s1ttmg ma fnend's dorm . would · 1ook upon Picasso's
ists tend to gravitate towards, lib- smt of the arts, wluch .y1el~.~- per~\
. M~jg!r
w~r to:our query rlo~ George W. Bush. ann~unced "Guernica" and simply see a pretty
era! candidates when they vote?
sonal and deeply sat1sfymg ref:J
hes not,,!_
t 1s that attracts tllat h\ had begun the mvas1on of picture about a war fqught fong
Does it have anything to do with wards that cannot be coun£&d ot,j artists to lef -wmg political groupi1'l ~aq/'P
.
.·
,.
ago~ without pondering the context
their choice to live a life that eel- amassed. .
. ·
··~90. ~~ but iat~er,;jJ.t?'J?!t~~~~...~~~tween .
'F~e students c?eering in the . or importance of it?
:.~~e!fif¥Y ~~PlJ.l below us, ~bv1ously celebratPerhaps the true artistic quality
ebrates, rather than fears difference?
. Are these goals comp~ttble~ Jhel?,,1}.~,~~v
Perhaps artists better recognize with ~hos~ of the p~1t! that engfur ~ e~pe~.~~n~e
y1~f !ff.er- · 1q\(he fact 1?at people were about of art to ·many conservatives lies
the beauty arid fulfillment of a life ages social Darwm1sm andteco~irt s1ty,,,h
. .~~~:·?~1~11on t~ start qymg, blasted Bruce only in its immediate; personal
surrounded by many forms of ide- no~ic imperialism ?rive~, by~l . that ar~' 't~ t. e__ ' "'~v~~i~~!!~~~~~"'"' s,l1Pgstein's "Born in the USA" on amusement or benefit. Is this why
ology, sexuality, spirituality, avance?Could the Lefts appe~l ~o,;::;~"·hapstooeastly,reduc1bleto·a's1mp1e· "'iffetrstereo, apparently unaware of the artistic mov~ment and liberal
ethnicity, background, and gender. artists.. pertain to their willing'iiils~ ""''milleriaifycornm<f<iit?*-""'4r~~m""'ltatus as one of tlie most popu- ideology are syrionyinous? .Think
Within the pages of this very pe- lar anti-war songs ever written. · about it.
Could they find corresponding to accept the fact that "the times;'
-Brendan McHugh
policies of acceptance and diver- indeed, "are a changin'?"
riodical some time ago, a student
Furthermore, at an ROTC rally
Class of '05
sity within the Republican Party?
Rather than insist that we conrevealed that herfavorite book .was months later on. the green space,
Perhaps the lure of the left has tinue to live by an archaic code of
The Grapes ofWrath after also stat- System of a Down was playing as
something to do-with artists' gen- hollow "valu~s" shrouded in reli- ·. ing that, if possible, she would most students grilied burg~rs and played
eral desire to blaze their own trails gious and social intolerance.
like to havedinrier with arch-con- corrihole . .SYSTEM OF A DOWN.
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Fellow students should·
use votes wisely
This is the second in a series of
articles written· by a student
living in Delhi, India with
Xav~er's.Seryice Learning
Program. The seven students on
the trip spend the semester among
the Indian population and fill
their days_ with a· combination of
classes and service work.
TIM SEVERYN
Contributing Writer

This Tuesday, the whole world
will be anticipating the results of
the U.S. elections, some with hope,
others with fear, and many with
uncertainty.
Within the U.S., vicious campaigns continue, often characterized by personal attacks and what
many believe are false promises . .,
While the intensity of the presi~ ·
dential campaign anxiety increases
steadily in the U.S., it does not com. pare with the trepidation many
other countries feel.
·consensus regarding the U.S.'s
future president eludes every poll.
Among the world's citizenry, all
of whom are impacted by U.S. for~
eign policy in one way or another,
the dialogue is decidedly less ve- ·
hement.
According 'to a world poll of 35
nations, 34,330 people, released iri
September by GlobeScan and the
Program 'on International Attitudes
(PIPA) of the University of Maryland, the verdict is ill'-Kerry 2004.
In this hypothetical vote, Bush
receives 20 percent to Kerry's 46
percent of participants' support. A
third of those polled said the election would make no difference.
According to the poll, 30 na~
tions support ~erry; while three na.tions (Nigeria, Poland, and the
Phillipines) prefer Bush ..
Two nations, India and Thailand, were as equally· polarized as
the U.S. itself.

This semester, six other Xavier 'unilateralism of the u~s. in preempstudents and I, along with our tively invading and occupying
·
teacher, have had the opportunity Iraq.
. to .witness U.S. elections from the
' ·In Varanasi, a clothing merchant _
divided, Indian perspective.
along the·Ganga turned Bush into
We reside· in Delhi, situated in a joke, "Bush husband, look for
the. north. of India. Support for wifeLaden ... get angry when he not
Bush comes primarily. from the find her."
south, where Information'TechnolOthers place the upcoming elecogy jobs have been on the rise for tion in a more frightening light.
the last decade as a result of gloA street vendor, a Sunni Muslim
balization.
named Sunil, cried in broken EnThis support makes sense when glish, with arms raised,
the size of the Indian labor force is "Bombs ... war ... AAAA ... Bush,
taken into. consideration-these Blair, Bin Laden, Hussein. All the
workers constitute a group. more same."
than twice the population of the U.S.
·While this view may seem radical to the average American, it is an
all tcio common perception
throughout northern India and
much of the world, due in large part
to American foreign policy in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
Before heading to the polls next
week, it is important for everyone
to consider the world's opinion and
· its foundations.
We must ask ourselves, .is the nation more or less secure? Who has
· ben.efited from U.S. policy? Has it
cast some further into the pits of
According to Mohinder, a poverty?
middle-class travel agent residing
In their report's introduction,
in Delhi, any additional support for PIPA warns, "global reactions to
Bush is ''just because he is against this event are likely to have sigterrorism."
nificant conseq1,1ences to the U.S."
India; unfortunately, has a long
Is the PIPA forecasting a rise in
history of terrorist attacks; early Oc- terrorism or simply referring to the
tober witnessed a series of new at- interconnectedness on an economic
tacks in the eastern provinces of basis of our couiltry with the rest of
Assam· and Nagaland.
the world? ·
Fear, it seems, is often used for
We have a constitutional oblipolitical ends: terrorists carry out gation to cast our votes as educated
the acts, politicians use them in voters.
their !lttempts to win favor with their
Th~. complete study can be
public.
found 11-t: http://www.pipa.org/
It has been the students' experi- OnlineReports/Pres_Electi.on_04/
ence, hailing from.northern India, Report09_08~04.pdf ,
that Indians ~re opposed to th.e
. Whether your vote· is cast for
Bush presidency, due in large part Kerry or Bush, pleai;;e, come electo the perceived imperialism and tion day, ma!)e.it an educated one.

Before heading to·
the polls next week,
it is important for
everyone to consider
the world's dpinion
and its foundations.
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.Xavier's Student ·Advocate: Brigid-Kelly.
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BRIGID KELLY .
.
. - .
Hometowl"1; Norwood, OH

STUDENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE CHAiR · ·

:sean Miller, Father Graham, and Chief Couch all hold very-prominent, easily.
recognlzable positions on Xavier's campus. Unlike Meri's Basketball Coach, ..Hlgh,Sctiool: St 0{sula
·.UniversityPresident, or Chief o_f Police, th_e title of Student Adv<?_cate is much'. Major: Entrepreneurial Studies, Marketing
less Visible. Last year, for if!stance, SGA did not aggressively promote the . .
· · . ·.
·. · · · ·
,
Extracu.rrlculars: College Democrats
:position; as a result, Only a ham!ful of studel'lts utilize.dthe servi_ces of ttie
Student Advocate.

~-This year, expectations are different. With the help of Senate, the Student Advocate is looking to maximize her ability to
.·positively impact ·campus. Last week; I had .a chance to sit down with· Brigid Kelly and d.iscuss fler vital role as this year's
Xavier University Stude~t Advocate.
·
·
·
·
·
· ·

..DE~:· Brigid, how exactly did you find out about this position?

d~cided. not continue
with
the position
this year.·
.
.
.
~·In conversation J.rith SGA President Andy Gibson, niy nanie came up .. Gibson· approache~ me; I ~xpressed interest; and the
BK::My:roommate
was actuallyI the. student
advocate last
year. She
.
. .
,
.
'

'

appointment was approved by Student ~enate .
.DB: What are the duties of the Student Advocate?
BK: 1·essentially serve as a bridge betWeen SGA and th~ student body in terms of students' rights found in the handbook. I also
· maki:i .sure that students are aware _of the different courses of action they ca~ take should they run into a problem ..

· 013: I see..·S(), hypothetically-speaking, if the. residence life staff encounters a bunch of. rowdies and me in The Commons, you
would certainly
be a. valuable information~gathering
resource?·.
. . .
.

.

.,

: BK: Correct.
. D.B: How ~oula I go about contacting you in that situaticm?
' BK: sttidents can contact me via

e-~~il (at KellyBE@~avier.edu). ~r by .phone at x 5656.

Moving on~ does this position reiate to your career
. ·i.:··.': .. :·:·/-: :;,.:· :: .
·

68: Wow;' You were really fortunate to receive Sl,JCh an awesome extension.
'goals?·-.<:

.. ~

.·

=1.:.-

:,,,;:; .t.. :Jn~:;:

":·" ;·_,

:· -· :n!··

' ski Yes~ i~ definite!~ does. I want to go to la,;;, ~c:hool i~ the future, so i am involved e:xtensiyelywith politics right now.
DB: Have any students contacted you yet?
BK: Yes, I have assisted two students so far this year.
· DB: Are yoi.J paid for serving as tne StJdenf Advocate?
BK: No.·

J)B: So why are you so giving of your precious time?
. BK: Because I think it's important that-everyone has a resource that can help out wtien they face disciplinary action. I feel that
. S()metimes ....;hen people get in trouble they feel like they are painted into

a corner and it becomes difficult to formulate exactly

what is going on .
. **Brigid invites all Xavier students to contacther if she can be of any assistance:.KellyBE@xavier.ed_u or x 5656. **

~WJlf~~\1/
Jli~~l!tllJ~~
Alex Thom~.
.
:·
. .
~/)
'""',
·
Student Affairs Committee Chair ·
..
In the spring of 2004, s·GA put out an. onlirie survey, looking
. for student feedback on several issues. We wanted to make
sure you heard the results!
·
'
=Profile of the 691 student participants:
180 fust:-ye·ar students
·
146 sophomores
..154 juniors
93 seniors·
.412 females · ·
. 270 males ..

~~~11tlt fi\t~f~~L~·~' tr~11r~L~"~"" ·. Amly Clark

''

'

. -~~~lj;il2J~lj~lll.J.~~ ~~~~~ StudentRelationsCommittee

... ···.·Next Wednesday, November 3rd, and Friday, November 51\ Xavier University will be hosting Shih Fu .Kenneth
Ware and his instructors to teach a four-week self-defense
· course, The idea for the course came as a direct reaction to
the off-campus assaults. Senator Andy ~lark said, .
"'Because the assaults off-campus were out of the ordinary
When ask~d if they would be in favor of outdoor basketball
in their nature, then we had to choose an out of the. ordiand/or volleyball courts:
·
·. ·· · . , ·. '
nary response to them; this is one of the best responses -in
'72% of participating stµdents said yes
my opinion-available to senate."
·
·
. ~28% of participating students said no
Shih Fu Ware was the first American to win the International.Kung Fu Competition in three. eventS in 1980 and
··When asked if they would be ill favor of2 "dead-days" before . is an inducted member to the International Martial Arts
final exams:·
Hall 'ofFame.- Even though she is a Cardinals fan, Senator
87% of participating students. said· yes
ruiiannan Price makes the analogy: "This experience
· 13%. of participating students said no
could be compared to learning how to pitch from the Boston Red Sox' Pedro Martinez." Moreover, Shih Fu Ware
When asked if Xavier needed social activity clubs:
has taught this slime program at the University of Cincin0% of participating students strongly disagreed
nati, Hebrew Union College, Ford Motor Company, and
6% of participating students moderately disagreed
General Electric; to name a few. He has accolades ranging
28% of participating students neither agreed nor disagreed from the Cleveland Board of Education to the Wiz Radio
· Station.
42% of: participating students· moderately agreed
:20o/~-of participating students strongly agreed ·
·The event is being sponsored by the Office of the Uni'

'
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Are··vou feelinu· a·. draft?··
•

•

.

.

Army recruiters can't fill their quotas.
Re-enlistments are plummeting'.
Soldiers are being forced to stay pasttheir contracted time.
Meanwtiile, Iraq is a quagmire
that's only going to get worse: ·
With America's armed forces
already stretched to the
breaking point in Iraq ahd
.Afghanistan, where are
tomorrow's troops going
to come from?.
As college students foday, .
we ought to-seriously
·
·.. consider that question.

Oh yes, President Bush insists
he won't bring back the draft.
But remember: this is the same ·
pre,sident who swore thatlraq.had· · .

•

l

•

•

weapons of mass destruction~ That .
Saddam Was linked to 9/11. And that
Iraqis would welcome us with open
arms~ He was dead wrong eve·ry time.·
With GeorgeBushstubbor~ly · .: ,·
·determined to go it alone, our allies
won't join us. American troops ·
" wili still be 90 percent ofthe .
"coalition." And 90 percent of its
dead and wounded .
And the volunteer ·military will be
a casualtY of wac
·
So unless you like the -idea' of
. graduate school in i=allujah,we·need
to paycareful attention to w~at our
preside_nt is saying, versus whqt it
really means.
·.
.

.

.

•'

.

...

Now do you feel that draft?

.

..

·visit www.moveonstlldentaction.org MoveOn Student Action 'is a

......

pr~ject of the Mov~On.org Voter Fund a~d Click B~ck America.
. . ... '.

~.-,·

'•

MoveOn.

.•.
'

·-:. '.

•

..riude#tt!@il•l+' .
.. ·.·
·,

·.·

;

''
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·. FedEx@ Gr()und. Thinking about some fast cash and help with college?
Join the fast-paced FedExGroundteam as a part-time Package Handler.
You'll work up a sweat. And in return, get a weekly paycheck! tuition
·
·· ·
·
·
·
· ·
assistan.ce anq mqre.
.'

...

'

..

:

. .Qualifications:

._
',

.. I

.· • Must b·~ able to lift 50.lbs.
· . . · ·.
Apply Directly to:.··
· · • $9 to $9;5Q p/hr to start, scheduled raises .
.
·
.. FedEx Ground · .
> .. after 90 ·days and 1 .year. 2 shifts ava_ilable: ... ·.·
· 9667 Inter-Ocean Drive
... 5PM-1 OPM Mon-Fri or 2AM~8AM Tue~Sat ··
Cincinnati,.OH 45246
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages.·
' • 18 years pr older
··
·
. . fedex.c~m/us/careers
- • Part~time, 5~day week
.. Women <!nd minorities are encouraged to join the team~
,... From l-7S N~rth to 1-275 West, Take Exit #42B, a°H 747 ~orth Ei<it Merg~ onto Princeton Pike, Princeton.Pike becomes ciH-747. Continue on OH-747 for ap.proxlmately
· 2 miles to Muhlhauser Road. Make a left onto Muhlhauser Road •. Make a_left onto Inter-Ocean Drive. FedEx Ground V1iil be on your right, 9667 Inter-Ocean Onve .

.

.

''\'.

,•

·'

... ·'

..

-,_._···_·.·~···

.

,

EOE/AA

:

·-

,

'

,

.

·

.

·

·The. door
.. to .
, \ opportunity ts openmg.
.

.\

\

i \

Introducing Romano's M~caroni GiiJI, a11 award-winning casual.itallan dining
concept and member of the Brinker lnternaticinal family of rest~urants, Including
Chili's Grill & Bar. We're excited to meet some dynamic people who are ready to
.
create outstanding guest ·c:Xperiences in Kenwoo<l.
··

SERVERS • HOSTS 0 SUPPOilT;STAFF • DISHWAsHE~
COOKS:~ BUSSERS • .. BARTENDERS • PREPS
'

.

Please apply iii person Monday • Saturday,
. ~am - 6pm at the following location:

Romano's Macaroni Grill Hiring Office
.. ·.;:,. ·. ~:

. . ..
..

...

:

/

,7860 Montgoll).eiy Road -, _. .
. Cillcinnatl/OH 45256 ) .
Phone: 513-891-0821 ·

. i
!

Al:C~~nl
G JIU II.IL •.

·~~~~~-

·-----------------...,;:E<?.~..:'..

·Didyou·
get a

1400on
.the SAT?
-Never.thought that you'd
useyourtest·scores? .
Now~syourchan·Ce! Wetve.

,

· . got.the best. p~ tilriejob
you~ll'eve~ have!

Teach. ouf .

SAT.andACT'classes. Pay
_starts at:$15/hr. Apply

,,

.

..online. .

WWWfi':
.

·..•DlplO,rrlMt;
.

. :.

·~r~~~~·
:
:

Spoo~cf.6yyo'Urproj'.S

i

l1· ;writittg..ds&gnm~nt?
·
. . ·. . .·.
i!

'We curepaper-Jriefit.

%e

· 11

J
.

I .

.· ... · .

.Wi?J'ttNq~~
Jilter CJ3-12
.

\·

'

.

. ·

'

.

<Jvf.-q'fi 9:30-8:30, Pri 9:30-3:30, Sun 1-9
.#745-2875

Ground
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.,
sweep season; series
. .:.~.

Muskie Madness ·
The 2004-05 Xavier University
men's and women's basketball
teams made their" debuts on Saturday night at Musketeer Madness
presented by Skyline Chili at the
Cinta.s Center.
As part of the event, Xavier students competed in contests with
·. XU's men's and women's team members in addition to the annual scrimmages for both teams.
·
XU's women's team opened up
the action on the court as the Musketeers played three IS-minute periods versus the male practice players. The men's tearri followed the
ladies with a scrimmage of their
own and battled· for three ten.minute periods.
The men's basketball team will
open the exhibition season on Nov.
6 vs. California University of Penn~
sylvania at Cintas. The women will
take on the Hoosier Lady Stars on
Nov. 3 in theirfirst exhibition game.

. Tennis ends season
The Xavier University women's
tennis ended the fall season on Sunday at the three-day IU FaHinvitatio~al played at the Indiana University Tennis Center:
Sunday's competition· was limited fo singles action where the
Musketeers posted three victories.
In flight No. ·1, Lauren Clary won
her third match of the weekend via
the 12-point tiebreaker as she defeated IU's BrLanna Williams.
Clary improves to 11-2 on the
. season including eight straight
wins. XU also picked up two wins
. in flight No. 2 as underclassmen
Jackie Vilines and Annie Diedalls
each recorded a straight-set victory.

Swimming sinks
Xavier's men's and women's

:

,.·

BY CASEY WELDON

:,-·

"

.

;

-~.. · .',

.

.. :

..

.

. .'

Contributiizg writer

Ih a battle. for Atlantic 10 supremacy, -the Xavier volleyball
team finished their season series
versus Dayton Thursday night .
winless after a disapp.ointing road
loss, 23-30, 22-30,'.30~26, and 2230.
In their Atlantic 10 opener (Sept
29), Xavier suffered a heartbre~k
ing ~ome defeat at the hands of° the ··
Flyers, losing in three games 3129, 30-27, 30-24~·. .
. - '
The Musketeers will look to respond to their defeat in similar fash~
ion to their .first.
After the first meeting between ·
the teams, Xavier responded with a
six-game winning streak that saw
them lose just three of the twenty
games played during matches over
the streak.
The Flyfas utilized evecy opportunity available to them. Taking
full advantage of every XU mistake
..
.
..
..
. NEWSWIRE.PH()T() TAKEN BY SHANE. GLEASON
_and error, UD played tremendous Senior Laci Hasen our serves -as several _fans unwind. ·Hasen our and the· Muskies were thwarted by
team defense all match long. ·
· Dayton In their attempt to avenge an earlierfossto the Fylers, Xavier is now third in the A~ 10. · · ·
Led by the duo of Faye Barhorst. • Jordan Brightwell. (J 7) and Carl~y Musketeers. : The· secorid contest . the lead for. good: Game three saw ·
and Christy Utnage, the Flyers Horvath (13) were two of four ·proved to.be the sanie story as too the teams battle back-and-forth as.
grounded the Muskie attack all~ · Muskie players who finished with many XU hitting errors were costly. ·. they knotted the score ·12 times;
match long by forcing countless ·double-digit digs for.the contest..
·Midway :through the game; with the lead changing hands i2
physical and mental errors by their
Sophomore Danielle S~ajewski Xavier's hitting percentage was a_. instarices. .
.
opponent. .
ended the contest with 11 kills and ·- pathetic -.095. The Muskies· fin~.·. • ' The Musketeers will have the
Xavier finished the contest with . 14 digs to record her tenth double- ' ished- the gaine with more .l:iitting ··weekend~ off before they travel to
16 service errors and a hitting per- · double.. of the season. ·. -~- i, .. · .. · errors than kills. '. < , . : . . ,; '!· .· Fordham and Rhode.Island on·Fris~i:iior Moily Marti~ played to
.In:the final g~me of the match; . day a~d silt\lrd~y.:· . . " ' ' .
centage of just.131.
In the three games the Muske" her usual high caliber, pitching in. errors once again proved costly for

in

·

·.

J~i:~~~~~E:~i::· ~:::i::~::::::~:: [~ar£~:~~:s:: ~~~~Jrm~r~~'.~i~i:l
host:''
played very well. In the lone game• . (12-9; 6-2 in theA-10) to third place

Despite their mistakes, Xavier ·· /Xioll~yb.ii'lf.tea'fu,'will

=~~~~~!~J~~~~ ~~~f~~~~fj~f£~ ~:~:::.:~;:~:::: . !llilkl{fil~il~f
the consistent play of Xavier's up-· · mendously improved in conference

:This \l\f.HHalso:oe•.the::fjriaL

Xavier's hard work finally pay off:

~~iJ~t~~~~~~~~:I~~~ ~~:f;~;~;:,;;:;;:;:~;;; ;;~gf:~~?:~~~~~~~~; fa~i~1~~~:~~~~~ :~~~: i·;~;~~ifl~i~~i~;"
;.~~rnd:~g:"e;.~;.~~: ~::::;.7i ·.~ ~~.~~;;;:~~.~!c~~w~::: ·.!~~~: ~~:n~v;,:;;~:.::'~h~ km~~1:.:~;:~J~,i~n~,g~;4~ ~~~H))~'~,~~J~~j!n~~~i\.:'.
126-83 to West Virginia with the
· women losing 126-95 to the Mountaineers and 173-62 to Marshall.··
In the women's competition,
.sophomore Krystel Kooyman took
top honors in the 200 ~ackstroke.
Sophomore Jill Cooke broke the
.•school record in the I 000 Free.
On the men's side, freshman
Nico Lilly grabbed two top spots
in the 500 and 1000 Free events.
. In the 200 Breast, the Musketeers grabbed the top four spots with
freshman Algis Aukstuolis leading
sophomores Joe Conklin, Sam Cutter-Wilson, and Jonathon Higley.
Xavier swimming will return to
action Saturday, as they travel to
Eastern Illinois for a I p.m. meet.

,·
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·Games to

Watch.·

iil~~~\i;li~iifil:;~r~W'""''

!~f",~ti!i~~;,~~~~~~iir~
10/29

l0/29

atLa Salle
(Philadelphia)
1 p.m.

vs. La Salle
(Xavie·r·Soccer Complex)
_7p.m ..

-.

~· 10/29 ..

10/30

at Fordham
:(Bronx; N.Y.) .

Atlantic 1(). Championsh_ips
{Pittsburgh)'

.7

p.in.·

....

11 a.ni.

, ?CU men's and women's swini team· at Eastern lllonois 1p.m.: (Charlestpn, ·IL)~ ~ . }}avier Rifle tearn at Tenn.esee,.· .·
M~rtiri 9 a.m. (Martin, Tenn.) . .'. Stu_dent Ticket Pickup Nov.)-3 for _XU men's _B .. Ball ~xhibitio~ game : ..:. ·
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Soccer squads split
·weekend. ··series
'

.

the side.and senior Lauren Giesting of the net giving ~ an important
finished. it off for her. fifth goal of A- IO victory. ·
. the season. Silvis earned an assist
Xavier heid a 17-to-16 edge in
shots on the afternoon and a 11-to- ·· ·
The visiting University of Rich- on the play. · .
mood Spiders used a pair. of free · · Xavier senior goalkeeper Andrea 2 advantage. in corner kicks.
kick goals to record a 2-0 win over Garber earned her fourth shutout of Schaeper made:five Sl!-Ves on the
· afternoon for the Musketeers and ·
the Xavier University. women's
soccer team on .Sunday afternoon·
earned his fo~rth victory of the seaat the XU Soccer Complex. · ' ·
Richmond .raised its. recoi \ o
· ·11ij'n Friday,. the men's· team
. .
drop .
4-2 decision to George .·
6-2 1n the Atlantic· 10 Co ~lnc~
· Washin , n. With the loss, XU
and 8-6-1 overall, while
!t fell
· to 4~4~1 in the. A-10
slipped to · 0~1.overall and.2-4-1
overall. Richmond o
in theA-10. Vi' scared two early
13-10, including 7 ·
· r.Chris Wolever got
goal.·
·
.
i Ci 15 niinutes into
ec~nd} t.. Th.e Colonials'
On Friday the
artin: en countered with
t.
g~v.e GW a: 3-1
·BY RACHEL FISCHER

. Ass.istant Sports Editor

64:ilo

Helm~~: who's natural
·on is isn~·the goal, brought
~~j
usket rs within one score,
-2,f~at t
· 2:30 mark but GW
SCOCCf!;i ag Ill making a Victory OUt
:jj ~!!'"
.ofre\'W1 ·
.
.
· &He game ·was.evenly matched,
less tie in the first half. Sopho
'the Colonials out-shot the MusAmber Silvis firushed it with as
. justinsidethenearposiatthe63:12
tU:J~~· . keteers by a 16-to-15 margin and
mark. It marked Silvis' fourth goal Guima
y 'lead held a slim 7-to-6 edge in shots on
of the season. .
'
at 9: 17 when he notched an unas- goal. Brian Schaeper stopped six
. Silvis continued to put a charge . sisted tally frorii 20 yards out. Af- shots in net for Xavier.
in the XU offense, almost scoririg a ter Colin Vint tfod the score at one,
The Musketeers kick off a three
second goal two minutes later but freshman Jim Cummings scored to game home stand on Friday vs. La
it hit the crossbar.
give the Musketeers a 2-1 edge at Salle at 7 p.m. and will then square
· 1Silvis~dio'helpXU score'ari'in'::' 61:43. Frasher, at the 96:17'mark'.~'~' off. with Fordham at 1' p:m. :dri 'Suri-.
surance goal at the 81:51 mark. blasted a shot off the hands of day. 1All 'action takes place at the
Silvis served up a free kick from Richmond's goalie and into the back XU Soccer Complex.·
.,

,,

Student ticket policy
retained for men's hoops
Xavier full~time undergraduate dent tickets will be opened up for
Student tickets for men's basketstudents can c;ome to Cintas Center sale to the public.
ball games are reserved seattickets
Ticket Office, located on the east
Full-time undergraduate stu- located in sections 115-118 at the
. side of the Cintas Center, during dents will still be eligible for free · North End of the Cintas Center.
specified pickup. times to claim tickets after the end of the pickup Tickets are distributed on a firsttheir ticket. Students may also time, provided the gaple is not sold come, first-served basis, with the
present one fellow student's All-.·- out.
best se·ats being distributed first.
Card to pick up a ticket for that perAll-Cards will be checked and
Tickets will be distributed until
validated both at the time of the end of the assigned pickup time,
son.
At the end of the designated ·pickup, and at the student entrance or until the supply of tickets is exhausted.
·
,
pickup times, any unclaimed stu- on gaine·days.

2004-2005 STUDENT TICKET PICKUP SCHEDULE.

Game Day

Game
Date

Game
Time.
Saturday · Nov.6 ' l:OOPM
Thursday
Nov.11. ·. 7:30 PM.
Friday
Nov.19 7:30PM
Monday
Nov. 22 7:30PM
Tuesday
Nov. 30. 7:30PM
Saturday
Dec.18 S:OOPM
Tliesday
Dec.21
7:30PM
Tuesday
Dec. 28 7:30PM.
Thursday
Dec. 30 7:30PM
Monday
Jan. 3
7:30PM
Wednesday Jan. 12
7:30PM
Wednesday Jnn. 19
7:30PM
·Saturday
·Jan. 22
2:00PM
Wednesday· Feb.2
7:30PM
Saturday
Feb.5
8:00PM,.
Wednesday Feb. 16 .·. 7:30PM ·
Wednesday ·Feb.23
7:30PM
Satul'day
Mar.5
12:00PM
1

Pickup Starts ·

Opponent
''

·California U. of PA (Ex.)
Kennesaw State (Ex~) ·
Oakland
Miami (Oh).
Creigl1ton
Mississiooi State
Lehigh
IPFW
Marshall
'Iowa State
Duauesne
Richmond
Temole
LaSalle
Rhode Island
SL Bonaventure
Georire Washine.ton
Dayton

Pickup Ends
I

I

Mon. Nov. I, 1:30PM
Mon.; Nov. 8, 1:30 PM
Mon., Nov.15, I :30 PM
Mon., Nov. 15, I :30 PM
Mon., Nov. 22, 1:30 PM
Wed., Dec. 8 I :30 PM
Mou;, Dec. 13, 1:30 PM
Mon., Dec. 13, 1:30 PM
Mon.,Dec.13, 1:30PM
Mon., Dec. 13, 1:30.PM
Mon., Jan. 10, 1:30 PM ·
Fri., Jnn. 14, 1:30 PM
Mon., Jan. 17, 1:30 PM
Fri.. Jan. 28, 1:30 PM
Mon., Jan. 31, 1:30 PM
Fri.; Feb. fl; 1:30 PM
Fri. Feb.18,'1:30 PM
Mon., Feb. 28, I:30 PM

Wed.; Nov. 3. 4:00 PM
Wed., Nov. 10, 4:00 PM
Wed., Nov. 17, 4:00 PM
Wed.,Nov.17, 4:00 PM
Wed., Nov. 24, 4:00 PM
Fri., Dec. 10, 4:00 PM .
Fri., Dec.15, 4:00 PM
Fri., Dec.. 15. 4:00 PM
Fri., Dec. 15. 4:00 PM
Fri., Dec. I 5, 4:00 PM
Tue.,Jan. ll,4:00PM
Mon.,Jan.17,4:00PM
Wed., Jan. 19. 4:00 PM
Mon.• Jan. 31, 4:00 PM
Wed., Feb. 2, 4:00 PM
Mon:. Feb. 14 4:00 PM
Mon., Feb. 21, 4:00 PM
Wed., Mar. 2, 4:00 PM

J
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Begrudging· 'The Grudge'
DO YOU HAVE A GRUDGE? AFTER THIS FILM YOU WILL

~ll~

"Good Bye, Lenin"
in Schott Hall ·
The international film series
continues with a screening of the
2003 German picture, "Good Bye,
Lenin," at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the
WorldViews Lounge on the 10th
Floor of Schott Hall.·
"Good Bye, Lenin," directed
by Wolfgang Becker, is set in the
final days of East Germany. A
woman falls into a coma and when
· she awakens eight months later,
her son Alex must protect her from
the shock of the news that the BerIin Wall has come down.
The fiim is in Gerrnan with English subtitles, Please contact
Ignacio
Rodeno
at
rodeno@xavier.edu with any
questions.

"Scared in
the Stacks"
From 7-10 p.m. Wednesday,
the library will host a horror film
discussion featuring several movies from its video and !)VD collections.
Among the films · to be discussed are ''Alien," "Angel Heart,"
"The Cabinet of Or." Calagari,''
"Frankenstein,"
"Haxen,"
"Rosemary's Baby," "Silence of
the Lambs," "Vampyr" ·and
"Wickerman."
·
Following the discussion, Halloween snacks will be served
while showing "Night of the Living Dead" in its frightening en. tirety.

"All My Sons" at
Shakespeare Festival
Cincinnati Shakespeare Festival presents "All My Sons,'' Arthur
Miller's classic play about the
troubles of veteran Joe Keller and
his family in the wake of World
War II.
"All My Sons". begins Thursday and continu~s through Nov.
14. Performances are at 7 :30 p.m.
Thursday-Saturday. Matinees are
at 2 p.in. on Sundays.
For ticket information, visit
www.cincyshakes.com or call
381-BARD.

Cincinnati
Art Museum
The Cincinnati Art Museum
continues to offer free admission
to the general public.
The museum is open from 11
a.m.-5 p.m, Tuesday and Thursday and .11 a.m.-'9 p.m. on
Wednesday. It is also open 11
a.m.-5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
More information can be found
atwww.cincinnatiartmuseum.org.

BY JIMGIMP
· Coniributing. Writer
In Japan they say that when
someone dies in a state of extreme
terror or rage they leave a curse behind. What .they don't say is that
the same thing happens after you
·watch this movie.
· "The Grudge" is an uninspired
and formulaic horror .piece. It has
been tailor made for the adolescent
Friday-night-at-the-drive-in demo- ·
graphic.
This movie uses all of the- tradi- ·
tional ··scare tactics including
haunted houses, dark attics that
creak, and unsuspecting victims that
stick their hands in places they
shouldn't
Additionally, the aforementioned
curse affects anyone who enters the
area where the death took place.
Such a: curse was born in· a quiet
Japanese suburban home that once
belbnged .to a family of three.
The home has sioce belonged to
an old womari named Emma (Grace
Zabriskie, ''Armageddon") who suffers from dementia.
Enter Kare Davis (Sarah.
Michelle Gellar, "Cruel Intentions"),
an American study-abroad student,
who is fulfilling a service credit by
providing care for Emma. ·

.

· ··

.

not peak beyond the derivative horror movie heroine.
The supporting · play.ers do
enough to give their characters a
shade of.identity, but mostly focus
on hitting the high notes when meeting their doom. ·
Director Takeshi Shimizu, who
adapted "The Grudge''. from his
Japanese version entitled "Ju-on:
The Grudge,!'· succeeds in meeting
studio. expectations by c~amming
enough scares to give the teen audience their money's worth .
Somewhere in the process, character and narrative development
were filtered out to suit the wispy
attention span of the targetmarket.
What is left is a contrived series
of scare. seFups in which one victim after another meets the curse
face-to-face.
Ironically, it is the origin of the
curse that is· given the least attention and is only explored in the resolution of the movie.
Kare soon discovers the dark hisThe concept of the curse itself is
tory of Emma's residence and is sub-· somewhat provocative and had
sequently made prey to the curse, · Shimizu spent more time with the
which embodies three forms: a child, events that brought it to life, the reblack cat, and a woman.
maining story would have had a
With time running out, Kare must stronger foundation to build on.
now search for the force behind the
· By deciding to keep the curse
curse, a way to break it, and prevent shrouded in mystery, Shimizu was
others from falling victim to it.
left to craft a strong lead character
With the movie. taking place in through whose eyes the audience
Japan, those feeling particularly xe- could explore - a character we
nophobfo will fake ·comforrin Sa~ , · could connect with, who we could
rah Michelle Gellar's charming, al- live in emotionally..
beit money'.'makin-g, face. This
Unfortunately, this simply is not
seems to be Gellar's only redeem- the case. · In fact, it seems more
ing quality as her performance does amusing to watch Geller and com-

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or befQre Oct. 26. ·.··

XU Idol in
GSC Food Court

··

·

·

.

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES.

It seems that t~e character development and shaky plot are notthe only ugly things in this movie. .
''The Grudge" can't help but pull a "Fidel Castro."

Mary J. BHgeAn Intimate Evening with, Live from the House of Blues
(Sanctuary Urban) ... Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds Abattoir Blues/Lyre ..
XU stu9ents will yie for the · of Orpheus (Anti/Epitaph) ... Leonard Cohen Dear Heather (Columbia/
_title of"XU Idol" at 9 p.rri.. on Fri- · Legacy) ... The Ditty BopsTh~ Ditty Bops (Warner Bros,) ... Jay~z & R..
day in the GSC Food Court.
Kelly The Best of Both Worlds: Unfinished Business (U&O)(Jive/RockThe comP.etition is sponsored a~Fella/Def Jam) Soledad Brother~ Voice ofTreason (Sanctuary)~ ..
.by the Gallagher Student Center
and theXavier Players.
... all dates are tentative.

an-

pany encounter one shock after
other. The characters evoke no
sympathy here.
· ·Throughout the strainep
storytelling are ·glimpses of
Shizimu's 1effective visual eye. In
one scene, the curse has entered the,
apartment building of its next female victim.
We see the woman enter a desolate stairwell· where the lights of.
each floor level, top and bottom,
begin shutting off, mimicking a
closing-wall effect.
The stairwell itself is given a·
cold bluf'. hue while flickering
lights from the top flood~nd to an
ominous atmosphere.

.

.

Interestingly, Shizimu provides a
tinge. of cynical humor in a scene
where Kare points out to her boyfriend, Doug (Jason Behr,
"Pleasantville"), the Japanese practice of spreading incense to mark the
risen soul of the departed.
To this, Doug blows out a puff of
'cigarette smoke. Is this a statement
about the value of rituals is spirituality? Shizimu
lets you
deCide. .
.
.
''The Grudge" is not so much interested in potent storytelling as it
is· in providing a night of thrills,
jumps, and popcorn spilling. ·
If you can appreciate that,.along
with haunting imagery of possessed
children, give this a try. .
'

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES

Yes, your biological clock is ticking but please don't mother ghouls!
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live Wires

Wednesday,. Oct. 27
R.E.M.
@ Taft Theatre

Friday, Oct. 29
Talib K'.weli
@ Cintas Center

Thursday, Oct. 28 ·
The Static Age
@Top Cat's

Saturday; Oc:t. 30
Zao
@Bogart's
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'Man' up

JOE RING LEADSABRILLIANT CAST IN THE BROADWAY CLASSIC'MUSIC MAN'
BY JIMMY DILLON
Diversions Editor

Junior Joe Ring is a ham. Fortu~ .· •·
. nately for the audience, sd is his char- :·•
acter, Harold Hill, .a traveling sales~ .:
man/con man in the musical "The
Music Man," . who solicits and '
schemes and scams towns into buy-..
ing unneeded musical instruments.
Jn this particular town, River City,
Iowa; Harold finds some stiff opposition from the town's reserved librarian Marian Paroo, played by junior
Elizabeth Brewer, and the eccentric
Mayor· Shinn, played by junior Ben . .
Bush.
·
.Nevertheless, Harold manages .fo
convince th~ good~hearted yet slowminded people of River City that
doom is imminent without a boy's .
band. While this is what Harold has
wanted the whole time, it is'his uriex~.
pected interest iri ·Marion that might
cost him the :scam.
·
The story is delightful arid light~
hearted, but it is the Xavier Players
productionof it that is so remarkable:
This is the best performance. by the
· group iri recent memory,. bringing together talented students, proficient .
stage crew,'uber-gifted childre~ and ·
. a refined orchestra. .
Elizabeth Brewer as Marian Paroo
almost steals the show away. from . 'If this was the McDonald Library, t'~ere w.oufd be people on, cell ph~nes, h'alf.a~ many books.. and a
Ring at times, matching her !Ook.s
with a dynamic voice that outshines really tio other way to explain how · characters in the musical. Other no- atively and quickly, the choreograall the other tal~nted singers. · If she ·· he went from salesman to· towns- ·tables include ~erior Don Kuchey · phy was flawless, the singing was
·were. in· more scenes, perhaps she man in the span of a minute.
Harold ;s goofy acc'oll}pl.lce excellent, the acting was superb,
would have b~ri the star, utilizing her
. After thinking about it for a Marcellus Washburn and Xavier and the copious musical nu.mbers
.
.
while, Ben Bush's inspiration for Alum Caroli.ne Purtell 'as sweet- were entertaining~
ability to act tiwelL.,
The Quartet, a: group .of male· the voice of Mayor Shinri, River sounding Mrs. Paroo. ·· ·., ·.
.Afguably; the besnva:s the seccreated by Harold; is-com~ City's iany'leader; be~ame' evi,. No't fo. be outdone by 'the· big ond, "Iowa .Stubborn," a' n~mber
posed ci junior Ryan Leep; junior· dent. · ·
people, the children in the produc- . summoning the entire town of River
John Beult, grad. st.udent Phil Clary
· Whether he knows it orn'c>t, he ti on are wond~r(ul. They darice, City for its 'completion.
Also excellent were "Pick a
and sophomore Dan Brown. They did a marvelous impression of the . act, sing, and do back-flips like true
Little, T~lk a Little" and "Shipoopi,"
offer some of the show's best eriter- head elf in "Rudolph the Red- professionals.
.
In particular, Ben Lanham as the a five minute long fatjoke showtainment and prove to be its work- .~ No~ed Reindeer," the one who
· horse, singirig in numerous musical · bosses Hermey around and tells over-all clad Eddie, Eric Meyers as casing plump protagonists as they
numbers.
· ·
him he can't be a dentist
Tommy Ojilas, Holly Ann Reckers. clumsily a,nd humorously and yet
. Allthe members of the Quartet.
Anyway, Bush doesn't have a as the young pianistAmaryllis, and gracefully fall around .the stage.
· ·portra)i. trav~ling sillesmen in the first · line where ~omeone in the audi- Wesley Zurich a,s the lisp-ridden ·
l\dd to the dancing and singing,
Winthrop Paroo, are.all excellent. · a refined orchestra; and you have
scene,;Of the play so they don't 'get .. · ence doesn't chuckle.
much ·of a: break to rest their voices
As Mayor Shinn's . wife,
There ca~'t be-enough said an excellent musical.
· - or change their costumes.... .·
. Eulalie, junior Margaret Russo about how professional the. entire
Nestled in)he bai,d pft, they, like
Superma~ imist have lerit his tele- . has the sass a~d the. voice to pull production was> 'fhe stage was the stage crew with the creative set
.
phone ik>oth' fo ~e~lt ,because there's .. off. perhaps. the most extrm.:a~a11.t 'Yell~decorated .and. ch,~nge.d •. ere-. design and• transitiOJ:l, successfully.

a

as

·fowllsmeii

play p~~full°~hh~;dd~d~c:;:;.e
exhaust the vanous amenities the
GSC Theatre offers.
lri tlie· end though, it's all Ring
with his Gilbert Godfrey faces and
the lung capacity of a blue 'whale.
His voice, not outstanding, is riever
hindering' aitd the level of his performance Iie!I. in his energy on stage
- which is high. At times, it seems
that he is more politicking than act'ing,... and it's no sm;prise that he is
a senator. Harold selling his goods
on'."stage is almost too reminiscent
ofthe product (occasionally garbage) politicians sell us every day
on television and in the papers.
It's clefil' where Ring's strengths
are, and lucky for us, he's.a nice
guy; hopefully, he'll only sell us
band equipnie~fwhen we really do
need a barid. · ·
'.
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Arthur Miller's 'Crucible' stands .test of time
.

..

STRONG ACTING, AUTHEN~IC PRODUCTION MATCH THEPLAY'S POIGNANT MESSAGE
BY SHANE GLEASON
Contributing Writer

Fifty years_ ago, Arthur Miller
wrote The Crucible in reaction to the
Red Scare. Throughout all the intervening years, the play has retained _
its social significance.
Judge Danforth's classic quote,
"These are troubled times, the Devil
is among us,. you are either with this
. Court or against it," is a relatively
strong parallel to the post-9/11 hys~
teria that led to disdain for Americans of Middle Eastern descent and
those foreign nations that did not initially support the War on Terror.
Set against the backdrop of .the
Salem Witch Trials, "The Crucible"
tells a semi-fictional tale of social ·
hysteria and hidden agendas.
At the focal point of the. story is
Abigail Williams (Stephanie Cozart),
who after being caught dancing In the
woods, is compelled to admit to consorting with the Devil. Abigail's
original motivation is to preserve her
riame; and later she sets her eyes
upon John Proctor, a local farmer
PHOTO COURTESY OF CINCYPLAY.COM
with whom she had had a one time Sta~d still while I glue on your face, you adulterous, devil-worshipping, caveman broom-rider.
witchcraft, which is an effort to ·.·0th.er· accused. · Danforth is . element this play definitely posromance:
unresolving·. .
sesses.
As the hysteria builds~ Abigail and win back John Proctor.
Soon, several of the townsfolk
The only way he will spare the
Toward the end of t~e play,
a group of other girls accuse many
of the villagers of witchcraft. Soon, begin to see how incredibly mis- life of any of the accused is afull John Proctor's costume chariges
a court convenes in Salem ancl be- guided ihe Court is as more and · confession of consorting with the to reflect the plot developments.
gins to try and sentence several of - more of Salem's prestigfous mem- ·Devil. Some have confessed to save· The changes are brilliantly implebers are accused of witchcraft.
their lives, others have not. Proctor . · mented; he appears just as he
the accused to death by hanging.
The most vocal opponent of the is now faced with an incredible_ di- should. The costuming is excelMade aware of this by his servant
Mary Warren (Olivia Keister), Proc- Court, after Proctor himself, is lenima. Lie and be saved, or tell the•· ·1ent all around. .
Meanwhile, the stage protor resolves to go to the Court to de- Reverend John Hale (Tim truth and live.
The production began in dark- trudes forward and is surrounded
nounce Abigail's integrity and bring Altmeyer) who was initially a supporter of the Court. · Yet after ness, with one long bell ringing. This on three sides by the audience.
an .end to the madness.
His resolve is further solidified Proctor's stunning confession of is used throughout the·p~pquction to ··The;stage has a definite colonial
when Abigail accuses Elizabeth adultery with Abigail, Hale. has signify the. end of scene·~' the tone it.· feel to it with a wall that can be
Proctor (Bernadette Quigley) of taken the side of Proctor arid the sets is one of impending doom; an raised or lowered as needed.This

Elliot Smith
from a basement on the hill
(Anti)

Final album for the
troubled songwriter
From a basement on the hill is the
sad epilogue to Elliot Smith's life.
Smith - the Nick Drake of the
post-nineties - will forever remain
a symbol of the misunderstood, and
his final album is the proof.
The former punk-rocker turned
sad ballad man died of stab wounds
to the chest last Octo.ber.
Adding to the mystery of his
death, he left listeners with a nearly
finished album that speaks in depth
about his bouts with depression and
drug use.
Sadly, Smith's musical presenc;e
had never shined so brightly as from
a basement.. Finally, he was able to
integrate his extensive musical background with the hollow murmur of
his voice, making music that will be
entirely irreplaceable.
On the unbridled opener, '.'coast

a

·. );:

In Your Ear
to coast," Smith sings along to the
out-of-tune melody with indifferent pride. His voice rises far
above his usual whisper as he
declares, "Anything that I could
do, would never be good enough
for you."
What lies at the heart of his
music, though, is not arrogance.
Rather, it is his lack of stability.
Throughout the album he·
. makes references to his undying.
belief that he was meant for another .time and place-some. wherewhere his art could be apprecia!ed: . :
Ori "a fond farewell," perhaps
his greatest s·ong ever, .Smith confesses, "This is· not my life/It's
just a fond farewell to a friend."
Listerters 'will be inclined· to'
find some connection between
Smith's longing for a time since
passed and overt traces of the
Beatles White Album, which. he
weaves in and out offrom a basement (especially in tracks such as
.. "strung out again" and "shooting
star").
· Yet, Smith wasn't using the
greatest pop band of all time as a
front for his message. He was trying to capture a time and place in.
his life; which was undoubtedly
as complicated as the singer/
songwriter himself.
He succeeds. The tragedy that
remains, then, is not that he left
listeners without a memento of
his fin~! days. It is that he. will
finally be understood.
- Patrick Gill
Copy ·Editor

colonial feeling is further perpetuated l>Y the actors' ability to speak
with historically accurate accents.
. .Light spills through this wall to
give a sense of the time of-day (i.e.
pink for early morning, almost no
light for night). Few props are used,
m.ostly jus~ chaifs and tables.
The actors• faces correctly convey the serious mood ·of ·the play,
worried and anxio.us for Giles·
Corey, cruel and manipulative for
Abigail, serious and unbending for
Deputy G<:>Vernor Danforth, and
doomed and tormented for John
·.Proctor.
The key scenes of the play are
brilliantly acted, the final scene of
the play is full of emotion; the tear-..
ful sorrow of Elizabeth, the dwindling hope of Hale, and the resolute·
dedication-of John Proctor.
. John Proctor, as the lead, is the
most vital to perform well, and
Christopher Burns performs incredibly. He is funny at times, executing Miller's jokes without missing
a step. Burns is able to make flawless transition to the more serious
· acting require? of Jcihn Proctor in
the later parts of the piay.
Additionally, Elizabeth Proctor
is played incredibly.well. In her final speech of the play; it is clear
from her voice that her tears and
sorrow are real, the mark of a truly
great actress.
· "The Crucible" will be showing
at Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park
until Nov. 19. Prices range from
$34-46, bui unreserved seats sell at
half price from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
. the day of the play. For more information, call 421-3208.

.·•.. ·, ·t)i¥et~io11s·'···.r_r()p•··.

since dropped the· confining Ian
Curtis (Joy Division) take-off and
._, . . ·,
...
'.
fully come into his own.
· . On "Public Pervert", Banks
ponders, "If time is my vessel;
thenlearningto love might be my
lllNTERPOLANTICS
way back to sea." His gentle voice
then becomes enchanting as
· pleads, "So· swoon baby starry
nights/May our bodies remain/As
weak we move, I'll feed you light,
baby/May our bodies remain."
Interpol
Listeners should not be fooled
Antics ,
though.
While. it seems as if
(Matador)
Interpof has added a lighter, more .
..personal touch to its message; the
·. intensity remains,
.
Songs such as "Narc" anq
No sophomore slump for- . "Slow Hands" are about an un- .
. Interpol
· welcome love, a love that lives
::<
deep within the piercing · music.
;·'.:i
In ;W02, Interpol mesmerized lis- On "Slow Hands", Banks asks,
,..
:.
teners with Turn Out the' ]Jright "Can't you see what you've done
Lights, an album that. was nothing to my· heart/ And soul?" and
less than the pulse cif an untapped bluntly replies, ''This is a waste~
Manhattan, mod lifestyle.
· land now."
With the release of Antics, the
These personal confessions
.band has evolved away from the may seem overdone in the world
deep, dark shallow bliss of their de- of Interpol, but this is exactly.
but album-their sound now teeter- what makes the.music so intoxiing on the edge ofultra-intensify and eating.
heartfelt confessions.
When the album finally winds
They have not lost the grip. of down.with the tranquil ''A Time
their first go~around though. The • . To Be So Sniall," Interpol gives
rhythmic pulsation of Antics is just us a moment to realize that we
as disciplined as their dreary.debut· havejust witnessed thefr.second
counterpart. Yet, they jur;npstart their · P,erfect alb.um. Perhaps what is
original sound --: the licks hitting most startling, even chilling, is . ~'
harder and more often - without when we grasp that they.areju~t '~''.;e!i!ill~~
skipping a beat.
.
getting started.
The methodical persuasion of
...:.-·Patrick Gill
their music is the perfect compliment
to lead singer Paul Banks, who has
Copy Editor

,:s.·Hfirror' Flicks: .·
. . ,.

he
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o<Abortion
o Employment
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, "Where life is involved, the service of
charity must· be profoundly consistent.· It .
cannot tolerate bias and discrimination,
for human life is sacred· and inviolable at
ev~ry stage andjn every situation .. ·~" ...
. .-· Pope John Paul II,• Evangelium Vitae
•/.

This Fall~·catholic students on ~ampuses across the
. country - from. Minnesota. to Massachus~tts ~ have
been working with our organiiation, Responsible Citizenship, to challenge their communities to recognize the full
scope of Catholic Social Tea.ching. Through speakers.,
forums. and other events, many of our affiliated campus .
leaders have fostered conversation,s on how best to promote a consistent ethic oflife in the United States and the
. world.
.
. .
.
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Responsible ·
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October 27

October.31.

Well, well, well, look who it is.
The, Br'i1eggeman Symposium
2004 occurs today at i' p.qi; in the ·
I heard last ti.me that people were
- SchiffFaqiily Conference Center. _
reading Calendar City some of
them got offended by something
The subject th.is yearis Fiuidamenor another that I said, and I apolotalisin.: The Changing Face of Regize for that. Wait, no I don't, get
ligi01i,. Politics and Power in the.
.
'
a sense of humor, learn .to laugh
21st Century .. Is that ironic or what?
October 3a
October 28
· All this time L.A.'s center was actand stop being overly sensitive
Well it's almost Halloween! I'd , ing like afundamenb.tlist and then
about everything. l feel like I'm
Today there is a PEP talk at
show excitement, butL.A.'s_center · there'salectureonit! M?ybeL.A.'s
living in some.kind of weird soci~ 10:30 a.m. in the CCLD offices in
banned Hall~weel1because appar- center can make-a list of what is
ety where smart people don't un- · Gallagher. Boy, I sure hope our govently it's a "pag11n~· holiday eel- funny or acceptable, you know, just
derstand what jokes are. To teach ernment gets some pep so it can fight
· ebrated by only the most heathen.
sol know what I can and can't s.ay~
you all a lesson, I'm cutting all of those darn Communists.
'
the jokes from this edition and
Anyway, today is Dev.ii's Night.
If you need more reasons to disLos Angeles' center
As a!J of you know, Devil's Night
we'll see what it would be like if like Communists, there is a show- ·
.
Dr. Josh wasn't as free: Seriously, ing of the film Fog of War at 6:30 · into our everyday lives. ·If L.A.'s was popularized by the movie The
·
·November
1
.
this is going to be written as if I p.m. in room B-11 of Alter Hall. It center was in charge of the country, Crow, starring BruceLee's'kid, Branwas in the McCarthy era.
sure sho'uld spark some interest' in all faiths would be banned because don. A little known fact is that L.A.'s
Ifyou're getting ready to pubToday at 3:30 p.Iri .. there will · fog. ·I mean, what is that? Is it like a they're too hard to understand; . ·. center had Bruce and Brandon ·lish, you're going to love today
· ·
· There's a follow up of the Cham- killed because they were simply too because there's the Get Ready to
be a coffee hour hosted by Bosnia ground cloud?
Publish with_ RefWorks workshop
in the Faces of the World Lounge. .- So, ·are you getting bored with- her music shindig today, specif\· aweso!Jle.
.·
Bosnia is a country in Europe.
out real jokes yet? Some people, cally the Choral Concert occuring · •· Oddly enough, today is also Eook. · in InstruCtional Room I in the Li~
Do you like being scared by like Vlade Divac, L.A.'s center, at7:30 p.m. in the Gallagher Stu- in.the back ofyi:Jurrefrigerator day. brary at 1:30 p.m. I hear that
things? I do. Scary things are would like to see Calendar City this den_t Ce!1ter Theatre. I'm' pretty su~e - I assume-this is kind ofa Fall clean- · . RefWorks iSa censoring program
scary. Today there is a thing called way so that it would be easier to they were set to sing soin~ Russian ing, you know, out with the old, in developed by L.A.'s center to. conScared in the Stacks in the Instruc- read. Yeah, L.A.'s .center really folk songs; but L.A's cente,r put the with the new. I for one can't clean trol who writes what, when:· L.A.'s
tion Room II in the Library at 7 doesn't understand jokes at all. I nix.onthatb~causeitmightinflame. out the back of-my fridge bec.ause center is always misunderstanding
L.A.'s center has installed food moni- things an~ getting offended1
wish someone would explain to ·Communist sentiments.
p.m. OOOH! Halloween!
Chamber music is coming to L.A's center that sometimes words
At the Cohen Gallery today, se- · toring cameras fo. there so that! don't. Xavier at 7:30 p.m .. today in the combine to form funny phrases..
lected works by Kimberly Howes, try to keep any' offensive food past
Gallagher Student Center Theatre.
Matthew Kolodziej and Michael its expiration date. One time I left a
Wartgow
will be shown-begimting weiner in the fridge for a month and
The Chamber Music and ChamNovember,2
There's an Interview Workshop
at
5
p.m.
L.A.'s center has okayed a tasl< force came tomy house and
ber Orchestra will be performing
some of the classics all night. ClasOctober
at 5 :30 -p.m. today In. Gallagher
all pieces of work as being non- . gunned-my refrigerator to deaf:
.
214.
Vlade Divac, had to inter-inflammatory
and
simple
to
underLet
me
explain
the
joke.
·I
first
There's an Encounter Retreattosical music is the bee's knees. One- .
implied
that
an
inanimate
object
view
for
liis current position as
stand
..
Noii-akoholic
wine
will
be
·time I listened to chamber music day beginning at 5:30 p.m. at the
for hours as I read the Newswire · Milford Spiritual Center. Only · served in accordance with L.A.'s could be killed, and secondly I . L.A.'s center, boss of it all. This is
looking for offensive material to sophomore, junior or senior class. · center new rules which ban~ alco- spelled death with an f indieating · Dr. Josh, reminding you to read
report to my closest Big· Brother members are invited to this retreat hol in any form, at any time. White that I was speaking as a younger · your textbooks and not Calendar
City..
agent. Boy was that an evening.
which focuses on i~tegrating faith . bread and. cheese will .be ~erved; .. child; Sorry.
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Help Wanted
-

.

Studio or one bedroom apartChild care wanted for adorable
two-year-old twin boys. Job en- ment directly across from.XU; 4+ .
tails running errands, playing, bedroom house in Clifton. E-mail
teaching, light cooking, bathing, cincivegan@juno.com for photos
and help getting the kids to bed. and prices.
Can.didate must have valid drivers
license and a car. Dog and animal .Norwood- Beautiful Victorian
lover a plus. Up to, 20 hours per
week. Pay is $7-10 per hour based three story house. }<our bedrooms.
on experience. Call Cindy at 470- Close to· campus. -This would. be
perfect for 4-:S studentsto share. Call
1563.
.
Donna at 368-2388.-Abercrombie and Fitch at
Rookwood is looking for people
who are fun, hardworking, and .
want a discount to become Impact·
Team members. We need motivated
people available from 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
on Wednesdayrfhursday, or 3 p.m.
- 8 p.m. all other days. If interested,
call Sean at 731-6888 to attend a
group interview.

For Rent

CincinnatiApartmentsAvailableSearch hundreds Of independent
landlord listings in the Xavier area
from just one we!Jsite! Go to
www.apartmentfrog.com

_· Spacious I. to 6 bedi-oom apartments: OffStreet parking, walking
distance to Xavier, laundry facilities, water included all units, ·heat also.
included for many units! As low as_
$240 per student. Call Harold .at 5325151.

Female roommate 11eeded for
spring semester; Single room in a
five bedroom house on Cleneay,
right across from Montgomery. Call
Lauren at 531-147-1.

For Sale
Car- 1997 Saturn SL2~ $3700.
Great, reliable car! New tires, new
breaks, new nil.iffier, power focks,
air conditioning, regulilr oi:I
changes -a:nd maintenance· done,
au forriatic transmission, and
82;000 miles (most are highway
miles); .C::all Annie at 533-4006.

Travel
#1. Spring,Br:eak Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida. Campus Reps Wanted!
Free Meals and Parties! · 1-800-234~
7007: endlesssummertciurs.com

Spring Break Bahamas Celebrity
Norwood- Renovated efficien- · Party Cruise! 5 Days, $299! In~
. cies, one and two bedrooms, new eludes Meals, Partie~! Cancun; ·
kitchens and tile baths, ·instant hot . Acapulco, N~ssau, Jamaica Fr-om
water, built-in dressers, refinished $459! .Panama City and Daytona,
hardwood floors, laundry, storage - _ $159!. Www.SprillgBreakTravel.com,
$300, $350, $475 +utilities. Call Ben 1-800-678-6386.
at 861-4111 if interested.

Spring Break 2005- Travel with
Totally r~done 2 bedroom apartSTS, America's# 1 Student Tour Opment. .Available Nov. I. Hardwood
Houses for rent: 7 bedroom 4.5 erator to Jamaica~ Cancun,
floors, dishwasher, central air, parking, laundry, large living room and bath, 6 bedroom 3 bath; and 7 bed- Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
dining room. Located in one of the room 3 .5 bath house~ all available in · Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for.
nicest areas of Norwood, very · June. All within close walking dis- group. discounts. lnformation/Resclose to Xavier. Rent is $625. Call tances to Xavier. Call Bra~ at 290- - ervations, 1-800-648-4849 or
7968
showings or any questions. www.ststravel.ccim.
Marc-at281-3S63.

for

Roommate
Wanted-

This frog can't help you find a great apartment.
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This one can.
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